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ELEPHANT TOURISM IN ASIA
In many Asian countries such as: Nepal, Thailand, India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Laos and Vietnam, tourists are offered attractions
where elephants live in captivity. Ironically, many tourists who want to contribute to animal welfare are unaware of the
tortures suffered by these elephants, as abuse usually remains hidden behind the scenes. This short article highlights the
problem.

Why are venues with captive elephants problematic?
Elephant calves have been stolen from the wild to meet the booming demand in tourism. To make the animals docile, their
will is broken by beatings as well as being subjected to food and water deprivation. Elephants are highly social and intelligent
animals, yet when used in tourist attractions, they are usually kept in isolation and in chains. Because of this lack of social
contact and the lack of freedom, these animals suffer from multiple mental disorders.

In Nepal: Elephant riding, chaining with iron spikes (photos © 2015 by Animal Nepal)

Wildlife Issues
Most elephants in captivity are taken from the wild, because breeding otherwise is difficult and costly. The high demand for tourist
services with elephants has resulted in parts of Asia becoming well organized in the illegal trade of wild elephants. The capture
methods are brutal, with mortality high. For example, during the practice of breeding for males, females are most often killed at
birth.

Captivity Issues
Elephants are brutalized when young so they will later obey commands from the “trainer” that will allow tourists to mount them,
as well be used during wedding processions and other shows. Elephants are strong-willed animals in nature, and very particular on
where they choose to live and graze - yet in captivity, their wills are brutally broken and then they are chained inside of filthy
enclosures, and not allowed to socialize as they normally would in the wild, where these animals are accustomed to forming
complex social structures and walk for very long distances every day. Captive elephants, beaten daily with sharp iron hooks, suffer
from loneliness, behavioral disorders, injuries and untreated illnesses. They are also made to carrying heavy loads using
inadequate mounts; these mounts cause open and raw wounds, as well as serious bone and joint problems.

Danger for Tourists
Direct contact with elephants also represent a significant health & safety risk. Because of the living conditions of captive elephants,
it is common for abused elephants to repeatedly attack trainers and tourist alike, causing many serious injuries and deaths every
year. In addition, an elephant with untreated pneumonia can pass that on to any contacted human.
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In Nepal…
In Nepal, many tour operators offer elephant attractions around the Chitwan National Park and the Sauraha Elephant
Breeding Centre (a government-run elephant camp).  Pro Wildlife discourages both institutions, because here the
elephants are brutalized in an agonizing ritual: with feet tied and tethered to a wooden post, the elephant trainers
(mahouts) surround the animal and torment it using canes, loud noises and burning torches. Social media is full of
reports from tourists who have witnessed these and other cruelties.

Elephants in the Nepal Elephant Breeding Centre, Sauraha, being tortured (Photo © 2015 by Animal Welfare Network Nepal)

Chitwan Nationa Park
During elephant riding, four or more people carried carry while the animal is continually whacked with an elephant
hook. These captive animals work from early morning until late at night, without a break, seven days a week. During the
short night's sleep, they are firmly chained. According to a recent study of elephants owned by hotels and other private
companies, the starting points for excursions are in and around the park, with awful housing conditions outside the park.
Elephants here are malnourished, sick and suffering from injuries caused by beatings, chains, ropes and carry racks. Even
blind elephants, and elephants aged 60+ are used for safari rides. All the while that elephants in neighboring India are
illegally caught and smuggled into Nepal.

Sauraha Elephant Breeding Centre
This facility was established to breed elephants and to train them for use as work animals, as well as for use in the
tourism industry. Calves are separated from the mother at the age of two -four years, and then for weeks are subjected
to brutal “training.” Visitors have also reported that elephants were mistreated right before their eyes, with elephant
hooks and wooden clubs. While most elephants live in chains, there has been an attempt to build a more humane
enclosure, however, over all living are anything but animal-friendly. The paddocks are small, and there is no room for
elephants to socialize with others. Again and again, the poor conditions and brutal handling of animals is reported.

Pro Wildlife Recommends…
• Not participating in any activity that involves elephants, for example: riding, feeding, petting or swimming,

elephant shows, to include processions, feasts, and painting of elephants or elephant polo games.
• Reporting any abuse to your tour operator and/or to the venue owner, and on social media.
• Trekking, canoeing and jeep-safari riding - as elephant are not required for these attractions.
• Not giving money to mahouts (trainers) for photos with elephants, or to mahouts who are just begging for

money with an elephant in tow.
• That you always voice interest in animal protection to your tour operator, hotel owner, etc.
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